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RESEARCH CONDUCTED by tour operator, Jules Verne
has revealed that one in five women (22.6%) in the UK
travel unaccompanied at least once a year and more
than a quarter (25.1%) every one to two years, despite
almost 60% being married.
It seems men are much more shy about going alone

with only one in ten (11.5%) admitting to doing it once a
year and 14% less often.  
Single, separated, divorced and widowed women are

also increasingly seeking independent adventures with
many choosing to travel alone to meet new people or
visit family or friends who live abroad.
The research found that for many of those surveyed,

the main reason they choose to travel alone is to visit
places or take part in activities their partner/spouse has
no interest in, as well as having more freedom and
flexibility to do as they please. 
The survey also looked to any barriers that might

make people choose not to travel alone with the main
reasons cited as less fun, loneliness, fear, expense
related and health/stress levels. 
However, the cultural diversity of sunny Spain

followed by the ethereal promise of India prove to be the

most appealing countries for those looking to travel
solo, topping the list for both accompanied and
unaccompanied tours, with the US coming in third, and
New Zealand and Italy listed afterwards respectively.
The over 55s are in the majority when it comes to flying

solo with 30% doing so more than once a year. However, a
quarter of 18-35 year olds also regularly seek lone
adventures. When it comes to cities, Sheffield residents are
most in need of a solo getaway, with 50% doing it at least
once a year, followed by Edinburgh at 47.1%. Almost half
(47.1%) of Bristol residents would never travel alone. 
Prini Patel, head of marketing at Jules Verne, said: “The

stigma surrounding singles holidays has largely
disappeared and solo travel is increasingly popular and
more appealing for both men and women. Despite the
misconception that there might be additional costs
associated, there are many trips available that don’t come
with a premium, and offer genuine no single supplements.  
“Fear and loneliness can also prohibit people from

taking the plunge however, solo travel within a group of
likeminded holidaymakers always offer opportunities for
meeting new people to share experiences with, which
can often be priceless.”

COOK ISLANDS Tourism gave agents a very warm welcome when it hosted a recent fam to show them all the hidden island treasures that
make this destination such a unique South Pacific experience. Pictured from the left (top row) are Trisha Holden, Enchanting Destinations;
Angela Potter from Gold Medal; Rupert Sandford-Scutt of Audley Travel; and Naomi Osborne and Charlotte Maybank from Travel Nation;
with from left (front row) Kimberley Sims from Freedom Destinations; Premier Holidays’ Emma Brasnett; Debbie Lewis for Cook Islands
Tourism; Tanya Pace from Sussex Travel; Linda Marton for Air New Zealand; Travel 2’s Alana Paton; Carole Smith of Freedom Travel; Donna
Jones from Australian Sky; and Grainne Danaher, USIT Travel. As well as checking out some of the properties available in the Cook Islands
on site inspections, agents also got the chance to try out some of the activities on offer, including a lagoon cruise, eco bike tour, cultural
evenings with local dance demonstrations and visits to local markets.
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New research reveals a fifth of UK women travel solo at least once a year 
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DURING THE ADVANTAGE Travel
Conference which took place in Miami
last week, Debbie Marshall from
Silver Travel Advisor offered advice on
how the industry could better
understand the silver market,
providing insights on research and
trends of the over 50s.

According to the company’s Silver
Travel Industry Report 2018, 23.6
million people in the UK are over 50,
encompassing 43% of the adult
population. The over 65s will increase
by 50% in the next 20 years and there
will be 500,000 centenarians by 2050. 

In terms of the digital market, 77%
of the over 65s are now online and
40% of over 70s are online, with
Facebook dominating and Instagram
and WhatsApp starting to develop.

Marshall told delegates that
travelling when older depended on four
factors – money, family, health and
wealth - and highlighted that the over
50s have 80% of the nation’s wealth
and account for 60% of travel and
tourism spend, giving agents a great
reason to capitalise on this market.

She said: “The over 50s have a huge
desire to travel and they want
adventures and expeditions. People in
their 60s like to tick off bucket lists
and take vow renewals for example.
Their holidays are typically more

luxurious and of longer durations with
a focus on experiences, culture &
heritage. 

“People in their 70s are looking for
as many holidays as possible. They
love to cruise, don’t like to fly long-
haul and, with big budgets, enjoy being
looked after.”

One emerging market that agents
should take into consideration is solo
travellers. Marshall told delegates that
this sector enjoyed self-development
and learning holidays, as well as singles
group holidays, therapy and holistic
holidays, with some looking for love.

Other trends included multi-
generational families who were
looking to celebrate big holidays, big
birthdays and big celebrations, with
unique experiences, private tours and
cruises. Plus disabled and accessible
holidays, particularly cruising, where
people are seeking gentle and safe

holidays or care assisted holidays are
also on the rise.  

Marshall offered her top tips for
brochure and website design when
appealing to silver travellers. They
included: Use nothing less than a size
12 font; a site that is clear and easy to
navigate; avoid colour combinations
which are hard to distinguish; present
facts clearly and give plenty of detail;
take care with style, spelling and
especially grammar; and use
interesting 
photos of real older people, not
airbrushed models. 

Tips for communicating with older
travellers included: employ older
people in your sales team who
empathise; speak slowly and listen –
processing time is slower; consider
memory loss – repeat information;
use a positive and honest tone of
voice; social media – make it relevant

New Iceland departures from Super Break 
DUE TO demand from agents, Super Break has added four
new ‘Incredible Iceland’ departures to its winter 2018/19
programme to Akureyri.  

Direct charter flights from Southend, Isle of Man and
Inverness are now available - the first time the region has
been reachable directly from these airports - and a second
departure date has been added for Newquay. 

The programme is the biggest one for the operator and
includes a total of 26 departures now featured between
December to March 2019. New packages for agents in the
regions to promote are a four-night break from Southend
from February 25 from £749 per person; a three-night
break from Isle of Man on March 1 from £699; a four-night
break from Newquay on March 4 from £749; and a three-
night break from Inverness on March 8 from £699.  

Gary Gillespie, the company's national sales manager,
said: “The response from agents to our Incredible Iceland
product had been amazing. We have seen agents in the
catchment areas really get behind their local departures as
it offers their customers something different. 

“It’s great that we can now offer these short breaks from
airports such as the Isle of Man, Inverness and London
Southend – something they haven’t had before and
therefore hugely appealing to customers.”
For more information or to book call 01904-436000 or visit
superbreak.com/agents
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PRIMERA AIR marked the official launch of its new London
Stansted to New York route with a Broadway extravaganza. The
celebration kicked off earlier this month in London Stansted’s
departures lounge with performers putting on a Broadway
production of ‘America’ from West-Side Story for official
representatives of the airline, holidaymakers and passers-by. The
low-fare Nordic airline is the first to fly scheduled transatlantic
routes out of London Stansted in ten years. Fares start from £149
one-way with more routes from the airline out of London Stansted
launching this summer to Boston, Toronto and Washington DC.
Visit primeraair.co.uk

Silver Travel Advisor highlights the power of the over 50s & how agents can
capitalise on this lucrative market
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Malaysia debut from DoubleTree 
Resort by Hilton
DOUBLETREE BY Hilton has opened ts first resort-style
property in Malaysia: DoubleTree Resort by Hilton Penang.
Located in the vibrant beach area on Penang’s north

coast, overlooking the Indian Ocean, the family-friendly
resort offers facilities for all ages - including inter-
connecting rooms, a kids’ club and access to Malaysia’s first
teddy bear-themed museum; TeddyVille.
The 316 rooms and suites are all equipped with walk-in

rain showers, 40-inch LED TVs and Wi-Fi. Families can opt
for two inter-connected rooms, linked by a hallway door to
create a private sanctuary, complete with double and twin
bedrooms and separate bathrooms.
The upscale resort is 45 minutes’ drive from Penang

International Airport and 20 minutes from Georgetown,
the island’s UNESCO World Heritage-listed capital, 
which is accessible via a complimentary shuttle bus
service from the hotel.
The resort features a state-of-the-art conference space,

including three flexible meeting rooms; and an outdoor
terrace and a ballroom capable of handling 550 guests.
For more information visit news.doubletree.com

NEW STAR AWARDS SPONSOR
At LUX* we have innovation at our core and awards drive
industry in that sense. We are pleased to sponsor the
Travel Bulletin Star Awards and to take part in this lovely
institution that rewards innovation and quality in the
tourism industry. First established in the Indian Ocean with
resorts that most of you know, we are opening a new resort in the Maldives
at the end of 2018: LUX* North Male Atoll. As from next year, we will
continue our expansion to Vietnam, China and in Italy with LUX* Tuscany. 
Connect on luxb2b.com to discover more and to win your two-nights 
thanks to our e-learning.

Caroline Tjia, Head of sales & marketing for UK, 
Ireland, Holland, Scandinavia & North America

Only one week left to vote!
TRAVEL AGENTS from right across the
UK have been voting in their droves for
their favourite destinations and
suppliers in the Travel Bulletin Star
Awards 2018 and, as we enter the final
week of voting, things are really
heating up! 
Recognising true excellence within

the industry, the awards celebrate the
travel trades best and brightest and
every winner is decided by you – our
amazing travel agent readers.
The polls will close on June 1 and

don’t forget, just by entering your
voting form you will also be in with a
chance to win some amazing prizes,
courtesy of Jetset!
So what are you waiting for? Make

sure your voice is heard either by
sending in your entry form packaged
with the magazine or by casting your
vote on our dedicated awards page at:
travelbulletin.co.uk/starawards
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SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has launched its 2019
river cruise brochure featuring a choice of
rivers, ships, brands and transport options.
A total of 52 itineraries are now on sale

across 20 ships, sailing on some of Europe’s
most popular rivers and waterways with air,
coach and rail options all available.
For 2019, the operator has doubled its

capacity with A-ROSA, secured a full charter
on the Douro with CroisiEurope, plus three full
season chartered ships will return with
various new itineraries.
The company will offer twice as much

capacity with A-ROSA in 2019 on a greater
selection of cruises. A total of 16 itineraries
are now offered, seven of which are new to the
programme, on six ships including MS Silva,
which the operator is featuring for the first
time. Bookable with coach, air or rail and free
Home Connect service where available,
package prices lead in at £753 per person for
a five-day Paris & Versailles itinerary. 
CroisiEurope will be featured again in 2019

with 11 ships (four of which are new to the
programme for 2019 including the premium
MS Amalia Rodriguez which will launch next
year) on ten European rivers and waterways. `
In addition, for the first time, Shearings

Holidays will offer a full charter departure on
the River Douro in June 2019, on MS Infante
Don Henrique. Prices for the ‘Portugal, Spain
& the Douro Valley’ eight-day cruise are from
£1,444. A large selection of other non-charter
Douro departures, on various ships, are also
available throughout the summer. 
The operator has also made some

changes to the layout of the brochure to
make key messages clearer for agents. A
dedicated spread on the operator’s choice
of river cruise products has been added,
providing agents with a quick reference
page to show which cruise line is best for
which type of customer and the key selling
points. In addition, the ‘Extend Your Stay’
section has been moved to the front of the
brochure to enhance the message that it is
possible for customers to tailor their 
cruise with pre and post stays and
combining cruises.
Early booking launch prices will be held

until June 17 and agents have the opportunity
to earn a £20 Love2Shop vouchers for every
2019 river cruise booking they make before
June 30, plus the chance to win a two-night
break at a Country Living Hotel.
For more information see shearingsagent.com

Emirates to offer daily Edinburgh-Dubai flights
EMIRATES WILL arrive into Edinburgh later this year with the launch of a new service to Dubai.
The daily year-round service will commence on October 1, with the Boeing B777-300ER

touching down in Edinburgh at 14:50 before departing at 20:15 and arriving in Dubai at 06:40.
Gordon Dewar, chief executive of Edinburgh Airport, said: "This is a fantastic announcement

as we welcome another world-renowned airline to Scotland's busiest airport – a clear statement
that Edinburgh Airport is the gateway to Scotland.
"The route enhances our connectivity to the Middle East and further afield as we access that

long-haul network, giving us greater access and choice than ever before. It also back fills the
departure of Etihad even before that service ceases.
"The service caters for leisure and business passengers, providing daily links for international

tourism and trade opportunities both inbound and outbound, and will help our growth and
international standing as a world class hub."
The Boeing 777-300ER will be in a three class cabin configuration, with eight private suites in

First Class, 42 lie-flat seats in Business Class and 304 seats in Economy.

travelbulletin.co.ukMay 25 20186
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ROYAL CARIBBEAN'S Independence of the Seas arrived at her new home in Southampton this month
following a multi-million pound makeover that saw an array of new features added. This included Sky Pad, a
virtual reality bungee trampoline experience and a bigger and better Splashaway Bay interactive aqua park.
The ship will call at destinations across Europe and the Mediterranean until November, with the added
convenience of sailing from Southampton for UK holiday makers. 

Registration opens for
ABTA’s Travel Convention
REGISTRATION FOR the
ABTA Travel Convention is
now open with discounted
early bird registration fees
available to delegates until
the end of June. 
This year’s event will

take place in Seville from
October 8-10 and the event
will be held at the five-star
Barceló Sevilla
Renacimiento Hotel on 
the banks of the
Guadalquivir River.
The event will be hosted

by Andalucia - Turismo
Andaluz; Spanish Tourist
Office/Turespaña; Seville
Provincial Tourism Board
and Seville City Hall.
The Travel Convention

takes place over three days
and includes plenary
sessions and workshop
sessions, lunches, 
evening parties and
convention bars. 
A number of airlines

operate direct flights from
the UK to Seville’s San
Pablo airport, and delegates
are encouraged to make
their flight arrangements as
soon as possible to secure
the best airfares.
Optional convention

activities include a Golf
Tournament at the Club
Zaudin Golf Club, the annual
Convention Football Match
at the Isla Cartuja Sports
Facilities and local
excursions designed to show
what the city has to offer.
Mark Tanzer, the

association’s chief
executive said: “With its
combination of incredible
history and contemporary
art, music, food and
fashion, Seville and its
surroundings offers
travellers a fantastic
variety of options. The
convention will provide a
great opportunity to
remind travel
professionals of all that it
has to offer.”
For further information see
thetravelconvention.com

New river cruise brochure from Shearings Holidays
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It’s Time for Tunisia
THE TUNISIAN National Tourist Office has launched its UK
advertising campaign with a mixed media online push -
including social media with digital activity across 
Facebook, Instagram and YouTube - running until the end of
the year. An ‘out of home’ campaign is also planned to run
from this September.

Creative themes highlighting different aspects of
Tunisia’s rich culture, scenery and the diversity of its
holiday experiences will be linked with the strapline: ‘It’s
time for Tunisia’.

Wahida Jaiet, director for the tourist office, said: “We are
delighted that British tourists have returned to Tunisia. Tour
operators are reporting strong sales and we thought it was
time to start showing our British guests what Tunisia has to
offer, beyond its beaches. I think people will be surprised by
just how much there is to see and do in Tunisia.”
For more information visit discovertunisia.com/uk

newsbulletin

New activity options from Bspoke Tours 
ACTIVITY HOLIDAY specialists BSpoke Tours has gone
global, offering its first tours outside Europe with
experiences in Morocco, Peru, the Dominican Republic,
India, Cuba and Vietnam to name a few. 
New group tours in Europe including France, Italy and

Portugal will also be added to the operator’s portfolio, bringing
the number of tours offered to 150 - more than doubling the
current programme.
Allowing active adventurers to explore the world by bicycle,

sail or on foot on a hand-picked collection of active tours, a
holiday can be as restful or as adventurous as clients desire.
Ben Roseveare, the company's activities director, said:

“Having established ourselves with a carefully curated range of
holidays in Europe, we are delighted to now offer our
customers the ultimate collection of global cycling, walking,
active beach resort and adventure sport holidays.
“Guests have the choice of self-guided or guided group

cycling and walking tours in over 45 countries around the
world, with the ability to explore at their own pace. Whether
that be a blend of relaxing on the beach and taking to the
water, or whilst pedalling the heart-pumping cycling paths
of Tour de France routes. Our Activities Experts provide an
excellent service and can plan everything from the moment
a client calls to enquire, up until they arrive back home
from their trip.”
As an example of new options, a seven-night ‘Walking

Morocco, Mount Toubkal Climb in Africa’ costs from £729
including flights. 
The winter guided group adventure includes climbing Mount

Toubkal, the highest peak in North Africa at 4,167 metres. A
seven-night fully-guided walking tour includes time to explore
Marrakech and the opportunity to scale another peak, Mount
Ouanakrim. Additional ascents can be added to the experience
for advanced climbers. 
Alternatively, a seven-night, half-board active resort

holiday at Levante Beach Resort in Rhodes leads in at £990
including flights.
Ideal for sport lovers and active families, the Greek resort

offers seven kilometres of beachfront from which guests can
sail, paddle board, windsurf, wakeboard and waterski. Two
swimming pools, seven tennis courts, road and mountain
bikes and an aerobics studio offering yoga and Pilates
classes ensure that there’s something for everyone. 
For more information see bspoketours.com
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•   NEW: Win a special hamper courtesy of The
Beaches of Fort Myers and Sanibel.

•   Win Antler luggage with Scandinavia Only.

•  Two return flights to Hartford to be won with
Aer Lingus.

•  £150 shopping vouchers, ship visits and more to
be won with Ponant Yacht Cruises & Expeditions.

Visit travelbulletin.co.uk for details on the
above websclusives.

BY THE time you read this I will be on my way back
from a week in Mauritius, which I am sure will be
wonderful. I was so lucky to win the prize of three
nights all-inclusive at Veranda Grand Baie and 
four-nights all-inclusive at Heritage Awali; thanks to
Heritage Resorts and Veranda for donating such a
fantastic prize at the Yorkshire Ball last year. We will
be flying with Emirates so I really can’t wait and will
tell you all about it when I get back!
A study by ABTA found that as many as 9.9 million

Brits who travelled abroad in the past 12 months
didn’t have the right travel insurance, took part in
activities which may not have been covered or didn’t
have any insurance at all!   
A lot of people think it’s ok just to have the EHIC card,

yes it’s important but it only covers you for state medical
care and does not include repatriation to the UK if
seriously ill. More than one in five (22%) people travel
without insurance. Always tell your travel insurance
company about any pre-existing conditions – I know this
can cost more but it’s worth it. Check with them also if
you are doing activities like cycling or diving.
Travel insurance offered for free through bank

accounts or credit cards often provide only limited
protection - do check with your bank regarding things
like age, health, destination and activities. European
cover is generally cheaper than worldwide, but
remember that popular destinations like Turkey, Dubai,
Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia are not usually covered by a
European policy. I really cannot understand why
someone doesn’t get holiday insurance – I know it’s an
extra expense but worth it so double check your policy.
‘If you light a lamp for someone else, it will also

brighten your path’ and ‘Don’t let yesterday take up
too much of today’.

by SANDRA MURRAY
in Normanton, Yorkshire

To respond to any 
of Sandy’s comments email 

lauretta.wright@travelbulletin.co.uk 

newsbulletin
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Normanton...
Notes from

THE LOS Angeles Tourism & Convention Board (L.A. Tourism) has
launched ‘L.A. Insider’, a new online training tool for travel trade
professionals. The mobile and tablet-friendly programme is the
first of its kind from the tourism board and has been designed to
help the UK and Irish travel trade better sell the city and stay up-
to-date with its latest offerings. Participants who complete the
training will receive a certificate and be given access to discounts
and specials from L.A. members, the opportunity to participate in
FAMs and be entered to win a trip to one of L.A.’s award shows. To
learn more or enrol visit insider.discoverlosangeles.com
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FANCY A FAM?
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CRUISE AND MARITIME Voyages (CMV) recently took a group of 20 travel agents on a fam to the Norwegian Fjords.
Pictured on the eight-night cruise aboard Magellan are trade partners from TUI, Co-op, ROL, Westway Travel and Titan
with CMV’s Hayley Van Der Steen (far left), Oliver Tillson (centre back row) and Amber Lilly (far right). The cruise line
has welcomed over 120 agents on fam trips over the past year and more than 700 agents have booked to visit CMV ships
in various UK ports for lunch and familiarisation. Agents can download a registration form with full details of dates and
venues. Contact agents@cruiseandmaritime.com or call 0844-414 6140 for more details.

AGENT TRAINING
�  Following Visit Jersey’s
16% year-on-year increase
in holiday visitors and to
help inspire even more to
discover #theislandbreak,
the destination marketing
organisation has increased
its trade commitment by
hosting FAM trips,
incentives and agent
training.the recently
launched trade education
programme, ‘the island
Break’, is an interactive
game that aims to improve
agents’ knowledge of the
island by guiding them
through a range of levels
each designed to represent
an element of Jersey life.
Agents who top the charts
are in with the chance to
experience the island
first-hand, winning a FAM
trip for themselves and a
colleague. Agents can also
earn bonus points by
logging bookings to Jersey,
or by sending it on to a
colleague to increase their
chances of winning. All
entries to the interactive
game should be submitted by
June 1. Visit
escapetojersey.co.uk

AGENT INCENTIVES
�  BOURNE LEISURE has unveiled its new mobile friendly ‘Train
with Brainz’ online courses, helping agents to learn whilst on the
go. The launch comes in hand with even more benefits and any
agent that completes the courses by June 10 will be
automatically entered into a weekly prize draw for the chance
to win £25 in Amazon vouchers. This is in addition to a free day
pass to experience the property of their choice after completing
the three training courses that cover the news from Butlin’s,
Haven and Warner Leisure Hotels. Agents also have the chance
to win spa vouchers if they successfully register a booking after
completing the training course and there will be other bonus
prizes throughout the year.

�  PREMIER HOLIDAYS is currently running a campaign in
conjunction with the Hong Kong Tourist Board in which agents
can book a number of multi-centre packages offering discounts
of up to £1,030 per couple. Agents themselves can also earn up
to £150 for every Hong Kong booking. Visit
trade.premierholidays.co.uk or call 0844-493 7444.

agentbulletin

TO COINCIDE with the launch of Gold Medal’s new 2019
Caribbean and Mexico brochure, the operator will be
taking 12 agents to Mexico, in partnership with British
Airways and Hard Rock Hotels, to increase agents’ first-
hand knowledge of the destination. To secure a place on
the trip, agents need to book a 2019 Caribbean and Mexico
holiday. Places will be awarded to the top performing
agents, the most improved agents and two wild class

places. Visit goldmedal.co.uk 

travelbulletin.co.uk
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Industry
Insight by...

Tracey Poggio, chair of ANTOR, shares some of
the new developments from members in the
Americas and Caribbean…

OUR CARIBBEAN and USA members represent
15% of the ANTOR membership and, as we
lead up our annual travel trade event ‘ANTOR

Meets the Travel Trade’, they have been sharing new
developments in their areas; from new luxury hotels
to taxi apps, increased airlift and culinary delights. 
This workshop with free flow meetings, drinks,

canapés and a prize draw will take place this year at
the prestigious Institute of Directors in Pall Mall
London on June 19 from 17.30 to 20.30. All tour
operators, product and sales staff, travel agents and
homeworkers are welcome to apply for a place via
secretariat@antor.com to meet with a cross section of
ANTOR members including: Qatar, Egypt, Gibraltar,
Grenada, Bahamas, Russia, Denmark, Israel, Samoa,
Taiwan, Tobago, Flanders, Mexico and Sweden. I look
forward to seeing you there!
Pure Grenada, the Spice of the Caribbean plans to

grow its room stock from 1,500 to 1,900 over the next
two years. Silversands Grenada is the first new-build
property on Grand Anse beach in twenty-five years and
will open in November. A member of Leading Hotels of
the World, this contemporary luxury property
represents a radical departure from conventional
Caribbean offerings and comprises 43 suites and nine
residential villas with a striking minimalist design.
Five-star Kimpton Kawana Bay, also located on Grand
Anse beach is due to open in October 2019, with 220
rooms and will be the country’s first IHG property and
only the second Kimpton in the Caribbean.
Getting a taxi in Nassau, Bahamas is now even

easier thanks to the Bahamas Ride mobile app that
allows travellers to book a taxi on their mobile devices
with the tap of a button. Bahamas Ride puts
passengers in direct contact with licensed and vetted
taxi drivers, providing on-demand, safe and reliable
transportation anytime and anywhere and allowing all
forms of payment - credit or debit card through the
app, or simply paying cash to the driver. The taxi app
has officially launched in Nassau, available for
download on iOS and Android devices, with plans to

expand to Grand Bahama Island, Eleuthera, The
Abacos and The Exumas.
International arrivals at Miami International Airport

(MIA) were up by 1.2% over the past twelve months
over a previous record-breaking year. More than 96% of
overnight visitors to Greater Miami arrive by air and
MIA, home to more airline carriers than any other
airport in the country, welcomed additional
international services in 2017 including Aer Lingus with
direct service from Dublin. PortMiami also reported
that a record-breaking 5.3 million passengers had
sailed from Miami in the past year and the world’s
largest cruise ship, Symphony of the Seas, began
sailing from Miami last month. Miami welcomes the
highest percentage of international visitors more than
any other US destination when international visitation
to the USA is down as a whole.
Widely regarded as the Culinary Capital of the

Caribbean, Barbados’ rich tapestry of epicurean
concepts will be highlighted throughout 2018 as it has
been designated the Year of Culinary Experiences!
Gastronomic delights are abound at the recently
opened luxury beach club, Nikki Beach; while the
revolutionary Virgin Holidays Departure Beach will
ensure holidaymakers enjoy every last minute of their
holiday. With a flurry of major hotel openings and
renovations as well as the recent unveiling of Rihanna
Drive, named after the Bajan Superstar; it’s no wonder
why Barbados has been awarded the Best Destination
in the World by DSI.
The USD$10 tourist card entry fee, normally paid

upon arrival at the airport in the Dominican Republic,
has been included in the cost of air tickets from April
14, 2018. However visitors are advised to have USD$10
cash per person to pay for the tourist card on arrival at
the airport just in case it is not included in their ticket,
until the new procedure is fully up and running in the
months ahead. This new ruling should see a
significantly smoother and quicker arrival process
during the peak travel season in the Dominican
Republic. 

bulletinbriefing
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Where Am I?

Famous for its exhibition of dinosaur skeletons and ornate
architecture, this world renowned research centre is home to

some 80 million items of life and earth science including
collections of great historical significance and specimens

collected by Charles Darwin.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and each of the

3 x 3 squares contains the digits 1-9.
Once you have completed the puzzle, simply identify the numbers that relate

to the letters, A, B, C and D then e-mail the solution, with your name,

company name, and full postal address plus phone and ABTA number if

applicable to:

competition@travelbulletin.co.uk

Closing date for entries is Thursday, May 31st. Solution and new puzzle will

appear next week.

The winner for 4th May is Jane Greenland, Barnes

Worldwide Travel in Liverpool.

May 4th Solution: A=2    B=7    C=1    D=5

Number: 020

Across 
1. Greece and Cyprus operator (6)
4. Regional airport, ___ John O'Groats (4)
8. Caribbean all-inclusive resorts operator (7)
9. Harry and Meghan are now Duke and

Duchess of ___ (6)
10. Captain who discovered Australia (4)
13. Iconic pop group returning with new songs

in a virtual reality tour (4)
15. One of the Scilly Isles (6)
18. Monument Valley is located in this 

US state (7)
19. This Project is the largest indoor rainforest

in the world (4)
20. Major French port (6)

Down 
1. They recently beat Man U to lift the 

FA Cup (7)
2. Popular city break destination (5)
3. Smart card for travel in London (6)
5. US state (5)
6. 1 Across offers holidays to this Dodecanese

island (3)
7. Hotel brand, Holiday ___ (3)
11. Ancient Minoan city on Crete, now a popular

tourist attraction (7)
12. P&O cruise ship (6)
14. State capital of 5 Down (5)
16. Historic city in Tuscany (5)
17. Flag carrier of Poland (3)
18. Arrecife airport code (3)

Where Am I?

Fill in the crossword to reveal the mystery location highlighted by the green squares.

For the solution to the Crossword and Where Am I? 
Please see page 22

Crossword

Su Doku

N
um

be
r: 

02
0

Win a £50 M&S voucher in the travelbulletin Su Doku prize puzzle

�A

�B

�C

�D
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PICTURED AT London Southend Airport celebrating the launch of the new services are Air Malta’s acting
CEO, Joseph Galea (centre right); Glyn Jones, CEO of Stobart Aviation, owners of London Southend Airport
(centre left); with captain Dominic Azzopardi and cabin crew member Vanessa Delia on either side.

Ethiopian Airlines to begin Manchester service from December
ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES is to operate a four-times-a-week service from Manchester Airport
to Addis Ababa, the East African nation’s capital.
The route will be served by a B-787 with Business and Economy classes and will unlock

connections to more than 58 countries across the African continent. The service will start
on December 1, initially transiting via Brussels. It will leave Manchester at 19:00, arriving
at Addis Ababa Bole International Airport at 06:00, providing significant onward connectivity
options from the African hub. On the return it departs Addis Ababa at 00:45 and arrives
into Manchester at 06:55.
Tewolde Gebremariam, the airline’s CEO, said: “We are elated to start services to

Manchester, our second destination in the UK next to Heathrow which we have been
serving since 1973. As the leading African carrier with the widest network in the continent,
passengers from Manchester will enjoy convenient and seamless connectivity options to 58
African destinations operated by a cutting-edge fleet like the B-787 and A350 which offer
our passengers unparalleled comfort on-board our flights, along with our African flavoured
Ethiopian hospitality.”
Return economy fares start from £499 with Business Class priced at £1,999.

For more information see ethiopianairlines.com

airtravel

ICELANDAIR HAS launched ‘Team Iceland
Stopover’, a selection of football-inspired
experiences created in partnership with the
Icelandic national team and free for all
passengers to enjoy.
The airline is celebrating the squad’s

success of being the smallest nation ever to
qualify for the Fifa World Cup by inviting
passengers to follow in the footsteps of the
players with specially-designed experiences
in Iceland for all of the family. 
Aron Gunnarsson, captain of the Iceland

Men’s National Football Team, said: “When
stepping onto the pitch, we know that as
Iceland players we have a very special team
spirit that stems from our Icelandic history.
There are many uniquely Icelandic
experiences and traditions that make us the
team we are today and we welcome fans of
football and beyond to come and find out
more by taking a Team Iceland Stopover on
their next transatlantic journey.” 
Available until the end of June, these 90-

minute activities cater to a range of traveller’s
passion points, from culture to fitness and
well-being. To provide passengers with an
authentic experience and local insight, all
experiences will be hosted by a ‘Stopover
Buddy’ and Icelandair staff member. 
Björgólfur Jóhannsson, president and

CEO of the airline, said: “As proud sponsors
of the national team, we are thrilled to
celebrate their success this summer with
our Team Iceland Stopover service. We are
continually looking at ways to enhance our
customer experience and hope that
passengers will enjoy time well-travelled
this summer through this value-added
offering. Not only can our passengers find
out more about the back-story of this
legendary team, but we’ve worked with the
players to personally design these
experiences, allowing our passengers to
follow in their footsteps.”
To find out more visit Icelandair.com/Team-
Iceland-Stopover

Icelandair launches football-inspired stopover experiences

Air Malta celebrates
launch of new 
Med routes

EARLIER THIS month Air
Malta began services
between Malta to London
Southend, Malta to Cagliari
and flights between
London Southend, Catania
and Cagliari Airports. 
These routes will

continue into winter
2018/19 and the Maltese
airline now operates a
twice weekly flight to
Cagliari in Sardinia every
Wednesday and Sunday, a
twice weekly flight to
Catania every Monday and
Thursday and three times
weekly to Malta every
Tuesday, Friday and
Saturday. Customers
travelling to and from
London Southend can also
opt to travel via Catania or
Cagliari thus connecting
Malta and London Southend
with a daily flight. 
During a celebratory

event held at London
Southend Airport, Joseph
Galea, the airline’s acting
chief executive, said: “We
are delighted to launch our
services from London
Southend. This is not only a
milestone for the airline,
but it represents as well a
strong commitment by Air
Malta to better connect the
Mediterranean region to
major European gateways.
Air Malta is following a
growth strategy, expanding
its operations with over
4,000 new sectors this
year. Over the last six
months we have launched
19 new routes some of
which are not only
connecting Malta to new
destinations but are also
offering intra-European
services like Catania -
Vienna and now London
Southend – Catania and
London Southend -
Cagliari. We are aiming to
continue expanding our
operations as we become
the ‘Airline of the
Mediterranean’.”
Visit airmalta.com for more
details.
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Qantas orders more Dreamliners and
sets date to farewell Jumbos
QANTAS HAS announced an order for six additional
Boeing 787-9s to fly on its international network, bringing
its fleet of Dreamliners to 14 by the end of 2020.
The arrival of the new aircraft will enable the airline to

accelerate retirement of its last six Boeing 747s – an aircraft
type that has been in its fleet in various forms since 1971.
Alan Joyce, Qantas Group CEO, said: “This really is the

end of one era and the start of another. The jumbo has
been the backbone of Qantas International for more than
40 years and we’ve flown almost every type that Boeing
built. It’s fitting that its retirement is going to coincide
with our centenary in 2020.
“Over the years, each new version of the 747 allowed

Qantas to fly further and improve what we offered
passengers. The Dreamliners are now doing the same
thing. The 787 has better economics and a longer
range, and it’s already opened up new routes like Perth
to London. With a larger fleet of Dreamliners, we’ll be
looking at destinations in the Americas, Asia, South
Africa and Europe.
“By the end of 2020 we’ll have farewelled the 747,

finished upgrading the cabins of our A380s, and welcomed
our fourteenth 787. That’s a great proposition for our
customers and creates some really exciting opportunities.”

airtravel

PHILIPPINE AIRLINES’ flights to North America and into
London will get a major boost with the delivery of a new tri-
class A350-900 from next month. With longer range
capabilities and up to four times less noise, the aircraft’s
new design will make it the quietest twin-aisle aircraft to
date. The Business Class cabin will feature 30 seats with a
1-2-1 configuration providing direct aisle access, Premium
Economy with 24 seats on a 2-4-2 configuration and an
Economy seat total of 241 on a 3-3-3 configuration. All
seats have personal TV screens with dual screen
functionality and passengers can pair their screens with
their mobile device via the myPAL Player app. High-speed
Wi-Fi is also offered free for all passengers (subject to time
and volume caps), with affordable renewal plans.
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CONRAD MALDIVES Rangali Island has unveiled the construction of what is believed to be the world’s first
undersea residence. Named The Muraka (or ‘coral’ in the local Dhivehi language of the Maldives), the
residence will be part of a two-level structure comprised of a large villa space above sea level and an
undersea suite designed for sleeping under the ocean’s surface. The suite will sit five metres below sea
level and feature a king-size bedroom, living area, bathroom and spiral staircase that leads to the upper
level’s living room. It is expected be completed in the fourth quarter of 2018. Visit conradmaldives.com

Find your inner Zen with Heritage Resorts’ nature-inspired wellness programme
SITUATED IN the south of Mauritius, Heritage Resorts is inviting guests at Heritage Le Telfair and Heritage Awali to take
part in a number of nature-inspired and fully-immersive wellness experiences.
More commonly known as ‘Forest Bathing’, Shinrin Yoku is a therapeutic experience that encourages guests to soak

up the sights, sounds and scents of the forest. Taking place in the serene surroundings of the 2,500-hectacre Heritage
Nature Reserve, guests will be guided on a mesmeric journey by a Reiki Master, walking barefoot along its trails with
soft birdsong in the background. Slow and meditative, the experience aims to encourage peace of mind by reconnecting
through nature under the shaded canopies.
Alternatively, the ‘Nature Wellness Walk’ gives groups an opportunity to explore the forest with knowledgeable guides who

can point out the rare flora, fauna and wildlife, along with gentle stretching and breathing exercises incorporated. Three ‘Nature
Trek’ options are also available - gentle, intermediate or vigorous – through the reserve, as too is an ‘Active Sea Walk Session’.
More information can be found at heritageresorts.mu

india&indianocean

G ADVENTURES is launching a new sailing
trip along Sri Lanka’s east coast, following the
success of its industry-first sailing trip along
the south coast of the island nation. 
The first itinerary launched in February

this year and has already hit 90%
occupancy in its first season, further
demonstrating Sri Lanka’s increasing
popularity as a travel destination. 
The new ‘Sailing Sri Lanka – East Coast’

itinerary is designed to complement the
existing ‘Sailing Sri Lanka – South Coast’
tour, meaning sailing trips will run in the
country throughout the year and provide
travellers with two different options. Trips
will travel the east coast from July to
September, before heading to the south
coast from November through to April 2019.
While the south is quite populated and

features more on-land excursions, the east
coast is more secluded and offers some of
Sri Lanka’s best snorkelling opportunities.
Both itineraries are timed for optimal
whale-watching in-season and travellers

can also take advantage of the two kayaks
and two stand-up paddle boards that are
always onboard. Both sailing trips take
place on a new 52ft. catamaran carrying up
to eight travellers. 
Vince Donnelly, global sailing manager

for the operator, said: “We were thrilled to
be the first small group adventure company
to explore Sri Lanka by sea, and we’re even
more excited to be offering a second ‘travel
first’ with this new itinerary along the east
coast. Both trips have a local chief
experience officer, skipper, and cook
onboard, so travellers can experience the
local culture and flavours as they explore
the stunning Sri Lankan coastline.” 
The new itinerary will see guests spend a

week sailing along Sri Lanka’s east coast,
stand-up paddle along deserted beaches,
visit Koneswaram Temple, and snorkel in
Pigeon Island National Park. Prices start
from £1,139 per person.
For more information call 0344-272 2040 or
visit gadventures.co.uk

G Adventures adds new Sri Lanka east coast sailing itinerary

Castaway experience at
JA Manafaru

FOR CLIENTS seeking a
greater degree of privacy
and relaxation, JA Manafaru
has created its own
castaway experience.

Guests can be dropped off
by boat to one of two
uninhabited islands owned
by the resort - Govvafushi or
Medhafushi. For day
trippers, guests can spend
the day on the beach or
enjoy a romantic dinner
watching the sunset and, for
the more adventurous, there
is a rustic hut available for
overnight stays. 

An Overnight Castaway
Experience includes a
traditional Malaafai dinner
of Maldivian cuisine,
luxurious hamper, two-way
boat transfer and
snorkelling equipment for
USD$410 per person.

Stays at the resort start
from $1,000 per room, per
night on a bed-and-
breakfast basis.
Go to jaresortshotels.com
for more details.
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Maldives sees increase in UK visitors
THE MALDIVES has announced a double-digit growth of 17.5%
in the number of UK travellers who visited in March this year,
when compared with the same month in 2017.
In total, 11,829 UK travellers visited the destination in March,

compared with 10,063 in March 2017. Overall, the Maldives
welcomed 32,633 UK tourists during the first quarter of 2018,
representing a 12.2% increase when compared with the same
period in 2017, which saw 29,088 people from the UK arrive at
the destination. This positive trend is in line with a more
general growth the destination is seeing in global arrivals; the
total number of visitors was recorded at 420,103 for the first
three months of 2018, representing a positive growth of 17%
when compared with last year.
This year the Maldives will see the opening of 23 new

resorts and what is believed to be the world's first
undersea residence at Conrad Maldives Rangali Island in
the fourth quarter of 2018.
Hon. Moosa Zameer, minister of tourism for the Maldives,

said, “We are very pleased to see such a significant rise in both
the number of UK and international tourists to the Maldives
which is largely thanks to the work carried out by the Embassy
of Maldives, MMPRC and the tourism industry stakeholders at
large. The UK continues to establish itself as one of the most
valuable inbound markets for tourism to the Maldives and with
a number of exciting new tourism developments launching this
year, we look forward to welcoming even more visitors during
the remaining months of 2018.”
For further destination information see visitmaldives.com
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ANANTARA KIHAVAH Maldives Villas in Baa Atoll has unveiled
SKY, the Maldives’ only overwater observatory combined with a
luxury cocktail bar, a resident ‘Sky Guru’ astronomer and housing
the most powerful telescope in the Indian Ocean. Nightly rates at
the five-star resort start from £787 for a Beach Pool Villa for two
adults and up to two children on a bed-and-breakfast basis. Visit
anantara.com/maldives or go to skykihavahmaldives.com 

Goa Experience launches winter 2018/19 brochure with new properties & tours 
GOA EXPERIENCE has issued its new brochure for winter 2018/19 featuring a wide range of package and tailor-made
holidays alongside an early booking offer with savings of up to £200 per person.
Accommodation collections include ‘Value’, ‘Mid-Range’, ‘Boutique & Unique’ and ‘Luxury’, located within the North

and South as well as Central Goa. Two new hotels - La Vida Varca and Casa De Goa - are presented along with new
multi-centre ideas to help customers get the most from their holiday experience.
The operator has also revamped its collection of India Tours providing further inspiration for those wishing to explore

more of the Indian subcontinent and beyond Goa’s beaches. In addition to classics such as the Golden Triangle and
Kerala Highlights, there is the opportunity to explore the picturesque hill town of Shimla, the Golden Temple at
Amritsar and the temples at Madurai, and to observe the tigers at Ranthambore National Park.
Katie Mole, product manager for the brand, said: “As the destination specialist we are thrilled to present an exciting

mix of holidays and share our passion for exploring more of this inspiring subcontinent. Our multi-centre holidays will
offer customers even more choice and flexibility to experience the true character of Goa, while our add-on tours enable
greater opportunity to explore more of India.”
An early booking offer is currently available offering savings of up to £200 per person on holidays booked by June 30. 

For more details visit goaexperience.co.uk or call 01489-866955.

NEWMARKET HOLIDAYS is offering a
£100 per person saving under its
‘Discover India’ promotion, covering all
new bookings made up until June 12. 
The discount, launched as part of a

campaign that is being presented in
association with partners Jet Airways
and Taj Hotels, is valid on the
operator’s wide range of escorted
holidays and Small Group Tours to the
sub-continent.
David Sharman, the company’s

commercial director, said: “The recent
introduction of the Small Group Tours

has seen the ‘experiential’ side of
things brought even more to the fore,
with home-stays, market-visits and
cooking experiences all part of the mix.
“We are especially pleased that our

partners Jet Airways and Taj Hotels
are supporting the latest campaign.
This will be our most significant India
campaign to date, and is sure to bode
well for bookings over the next few
weeks. We look forward to
encouraging new customers to visit
this very special part of the world.”
Holidays to India start from £1,249

per person with the ten-day ‘Tigers
& the Taj Mahal’. Special departures
to celebrate Diwali and Holi are
available, and the operator also
offers opportunities to extend
holidays beyond the touring element,
with beach-stays in Goa or Marari
Beach, Kerala.
Agents can take advantage of this

offer and save their clients £100 per
person on selected holidays by using
the promotional code: FARAWAY
More information is available at
newmarketholidays.co.uk

Newmarket Holidays launches ‘Discover India’ campaign with FARAWAY saving
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THE MAURITIUS Tourism Promotion Authority has teamed up with Premier Holidays and British Airways to give eight lucky agents the
chance to go on a six-night FAM and experience all the island has to offer. To be entered into the prize draw agents can visit ‘Agent
Resources’ on Premier Holidays’ website to: book a Mauritius getaway for one entry; book a Mauritius getaway with British Airways flights
for two entries; view the destination video and correctly answer the questions for two entries; or submit a video to the operator’s trade
Facebook page explaining why they deserve a place on the fam for five entries. All entries must be submitted before June 30. Visit
premierholidays.co.uk/mauritiusfam

india&indianocean
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FROM SEPTEMBER 8-14, renowned UK
celebrity fitness trainer, Olivia Cooney will
host the next edition of her Pop Up Fitness
Retreat and bootcamp at Long Beach
Mauritius. Seven days will encompass a
healthy balance of vigorous exercise,
deliciously prepared healthy meals, sunrise
and sunset yoga amongst other varied
activities, complemented with plenty of
tropical sunshine.  
Personal trainer, bootcamp instructor

and favourite of the stars (including Millie
Mackintosh and Katherine Jenkins) Olivia
Cooney founded Pop-Up Fitness in 2014, a
bespoke fitness company offering retreats
set in some of the world’s most elite
venues. The ethos of the Pop Up Fitness
Retreats combines fitness with luxury and
connecting with the culture of the
surrounding destination.  

It’s an ideal experience for those who
want to improve their overall sense of
wellbeing in natural surroundings, and
those taking part will embark on a blended
week of relaxation and heart-rate elevating
exercise, with boot camps on the golden
sands of Belle Mare beach - one of
Mauritius’ longest and most iconic beaches
- core conditioning and kettle bell training,
alongside calming sunrise and sunset yoga,
sunrise kayaking, Zumba, art classes and
Qigong, a holistic martial arts technique
involving the coordination of body posture
and movement, breathing and meditation.  
The Pop Up Fitness Retreat at Long

Beach Mauritius starts from £140 per
person, per night, based on two sharing a
Junior Suite. 
For further information see
longbeachmauritius.com/en 

Park Hotels unveils
new adult-only
property in Goa 

THE PARK Hotels has
launched its first adults-
only property in the Baga
River area of northern Goa. 

The boutique hotel
features 28 beautifully
designed bedrooms and
suites overlooking the
tranquil Baga River,
surrounded by lush jungle. 

The hotel is the first of
the brand’s properties to
be an adults-only hotel
(over 18) and is one of the
few boutique adults-only
hotels in all of India. 

The property also offers
a 24-hour restaurant
(Saltwater), a buzzy pool-
side bar with alfresco
dining (Aqua) and a
lounge area. Personalised
services are offered to
guests including intimate
in-room dining, spa
treatments and romantic
gifts and surprises, ideal
for couples and
honeymooners.

Rates at The Park Baga
River start from £110 
per night. 
For more information visit
theparkhotels.com

Long Beach Mauritius teams with renowned fitness instructor 
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Great Rail travels from
top to toe in Italy

GREAT RAIL Journeys ‘Top
to Toe of Italy’ is a 16-day
journey, touring from
Venice to Sicily by train 
and starting from £3,765
per person. 
Guests will discover

ancient and classical cities,
hillside villages and
dramatic coastlines with an
itinerary that includes
Siena, Pisa & Luca,
Sorrento, a guided tour of
Pompeii, Rome and Venice.
Julian Appleyard, the

company’s commercial
director, said: “Italy has a
wealth of history to be
explored. This tour takes in
the obvious highlights like
Venice and Rome, but also
some lesser-known gems.
My favourite destination on
this tour is the typically
Tuscan city of Siena. The
city's well preserved
centre is interlinked by a
web of narrow streets that
lead to the Campo, a grand
shell-shaped piazza.”
Tours depart on June 10,

September 9 and 
October 14.
Go to greatrail.com or call
0800-240 4470 for more
details. 

SHEARINGS HOLIDAYS has introduced a
new 13-day ‘Apulia & the Heel of Italy’
Grand Tourer itinerary for 2018/19. 

The trip explores Apulia, an Italian
hidden gem with its ancient Trulli houses
in Alberobello and the Caves of Castellana,
which began to form 90 million years ago.
Other highlights include a journey to the
very tip of Italy, Santa Maria di Leuca and
visits to the historic fishing port of Trani
and Otranto on the Adriatic Coast.

Departing this year on September 29
and on April 13, May 18 and September
14 in 2019, the tour is priced from £1,249
per person which includes coach travel,
12 nights’ half-board accommodation,
three excursions, the services of a
dedicated tour manager and home
connect service where available. The tour
is also available as a seven-day holiday
with flights.
Visit shearingsagent.com for details.

italy

Learn more about the hidden villages of Liguria 
THE LONG and narrow coastal region of Liguria, situated in northwest Italy, is commonly
referred to as the Italian Riviera and renowned for its capital Genoa and the iconic
UNESCO World Heritage Cinque Terre villages. 

However, the region is also home to many equally attractive and lesser known villages,
such as Framura, Moneglia and Tellaro (each of which have been recognised with the
‘Most Beautiful Village in Italy’ certification) that offer a more secluded getaway from the
hustle and bustle of the most visited areas.

In a quiet spot in between Portofino and Cinque Terre sits Framura, a town made up of
five fishing villages on the Riviera di Levanto. There are many historical structures to see
and visitors can cycle the path along the old railway track to Bonassola and Levante. There
are little bays to bathe in, making Framura a top destination for those who are looking to
combine nature, culture and gastronomy. Opening in the town next month is the Sesta
Terra Natural Resort; made up of seven wooden cottages, eight canvas lodges and one
wooden Suite – all with a sea view – this new property offers an infinity pool, wellness
centre and two panoramic terraces from which guests can take in all of Framura’s beauty.

Set between the sea and the rolling mountains is the village of Moneglia which sits
between two castles found to the east and west. The town is only a 20-minute boat trip
from the Cinque Terre, enabling holidaymakers to visit the sights with ease before
returning to a quieter base. The territory of Moneglia towards Punta Rospo is rich in
hidden bays and is crossed by a network of paths that climb towards the mountains,
making it a good option for those who enjoy hiking and cycling trails.

Alternatively, the tiny village of Tellaro is nestled into a rocky peninsula on the edge of
the Gulf of La Spezia. Travellers can lose themselves amongst a miniature maze of pastel
coloured house fronts and discover the picturesque fishing harbour along with the slow
and pleasant pace of life all adding to the tranquil experience this seafront spot exudes.
To find out more details about the destination go to lamialiguria.it/en 

Shearings Holidays offers new tour to Apulia for 2018/19
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Super Break boosts
four-star portfolio in

Rome
DUE TO increasing
demand, Super Break has
added six new four-star
hotels in Rome.
The operator reports

that more than 50% of
bookings into Rome
received have been for
four-star properties and so
these new additions have
been brought in to help
ensure agents will have 
an extensive range of
options available for 
their customers.
All offering good central

locations, the new
additions bring the total
number of hotels now
offered in Rome to 66. New
hotels include the: Gioberti
Art Hotel; Giulio Cesare
Hotel; Hotel Dei Borgia;
Imperiale Hotel;
Rinascimento Hotel; and
The Building Hotel.
As a package example, a

three-night stay at the
four-star Gioberti Art Hotel
costs from £381 per person
on a bed-and-breakfast
basis based on two sharing
in mid-September and
includes Stansted flights.
For more information go to
superbreak.com/agents or
call 01904-436000.

NEW FOR summer 2018, Classic
Collection Holidays will be featuring
three luxurious hotels on Italy’s Adriatic
Riviera and one in the capital of the
Emilia-Romagna region, Bologna. 

Gary Boyer, the operator’s head of
purchasing, said: “Classic’s customers
love Italy and over the last couple of
years we’ve seen a big increase in
sales to the country. It seemed timely
to introduce one of Italy’s most
traditionally popular and well-loved
seaside destinations. The beaches are
vast and family-friendly, there’s a large
waterpark and an Italy in miniature
theme park with more than 270
reproductions of famous monuments.
Close to Rimini there are elegant beach
resorts with picturesque and historic
centres. The Adriatic Riviera can be

viewed as a stand-alone destination or
twinned with Bologna or Florence.”

Amongst the operator’s featured
properties is the Grand Hotel da Vinci
occupying a prime beachfront location
in Cesenatico, a 30-minute drive from
Rimini, with prices starting from
£1,297 per person for seven nights.

Located in the heart of Bologna, a
three-night stay at the Grand Hotel
Majestic Gia’ Baglioni starts from £765
per person. Prices include flights,
private transfers and accommodation
on a bed-and-breakfast basis. 
For further information call 0800-008
7288 or see classic-collection.co.uk  
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EMILIA ROMAGNA in northern Italy encompasses the cities of Bologna, Modena, Ravenna, Rimini,
Piacenza, Reggio Emilia and Forli-Cesena and each year sees a host of festivals designed to welcome
in the seasons of summer and spring. Championing the notion of ‘slow tourism’ and running this year
until June 24, the Primavera festival offers a chance for nature lovers and history fans to explore the
entire Po Delta at their own pace. Activities range from bird watching, hikes, bike trips and even canoe
adventures amongst flamingos and storks, to tracking the local Mesola deer or learning about the
region’s diverse ecosystems through talks and exhibitions. There are also tours to visit culturally
significant sites which are not normally open to the public. See primaveraslow.it/en

Argentario treats guests to new wellness experience 
THE ARGENTARIO Resort, a luxury detox retreat in south west Tuscany, is offering a new
Wellbeing Escape package for this summer.

The Wellbeing Diet created by nutritionist Dr Luca Naitana promotes a new concept of
wellness that focuses on reaching a balanced and healthy physical and mental state. 

The programme includes a course on food re-education and exclusive treatments
designed to achieve an individual’s desired weight, shape and physical-mental
wellness and to maintain these over the long term. Following a complete check-up, a
customised nutritional programme is tailored to an individual’s needs along with
specifically-designed menus at Argentario’s Dama Dama Restaurant with dietetic
cuisine that is both delicious and creative. 

Alongside diet, the spa’s personnel will identify the most suitable treatments for
each individual and as part of this package guests will also have access to the luxury
wellness services such as massage rooms, indoor and outdoor pools and gym.
Three-, seven and ten-night packages are available. 
Visit argentarioresort.com for more details.

Classic taps into the summer potential of one of Italy’s most popular resorts
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Cosmos offers a different taste of
Italy with three new holiday styles
WITH A HOST of new holidays to Italy for 2018/19,
Cosmos is inviting travellers to go off-the-beaten-track
and experience the destination’s hidden gems in three
distinct ways: Escapes by Globus, Globus escorted tours
and Cosmos escorted tours. 

Giles Hawke, CEO of the escorted holiday specialist,
said: “Whether you are a first-time visitor to Italy, or you
think you’ve seen it all, our three holiday styles unlock
exclusive experiences that travellers won’t find on any
other type of holiday, such as enjoying a risotto lunch in
the Vercelli Rice Factory. On each of our tours, new and
best-selling holidays alike, we will take guests to
undiscovered places in Italy that they might not have
known existed if they went on their own – one of my
favourite hidden gems being the natural wonder of
Castellana Grotte. These caves, which began forming more
than 90 million years ago, are truly a sight to behold.”

Escapes by Globus tours is run by Cosmos’ sister
company, Globus, and offers a new way for guests to
experience the highlights of Italy with more time and space
to enjoy it out of season. Departing from November through
to March 2019, the tours offer off-season prices and
include highly-rated centrally located hotels as well as
visits to the major attractions and must-see sights with
special VIP access. The week-long ‘Sicilian Escape’ is new
for 2018 and priced from £955 per person.

Meanwhile, Globus escorted tours have been designed
to unlock even more authentic local experiences; food
and drink are a highlight as too is special VIP access
along with highly-rated hotels near the top attractions
and more included sightseeing in the price of the
holiday. New for 2018 is ‘Northern Italy's Highlights and
Cinque Terre’ combining cosmopolitan cities and scenic
coastlines with gastronomic specialities over ten days
and priced from £1,747 per person.

Designed for those who want to see it all, Cosmos
escorted tours balances included guided excursions and
leisure time in order for holidaymakers to make the
most of their time spent abroad. Departing year-round
and led by knowledgeable tour directors, the escorted
holidays include stays in comfortable, conveniently-
located hotels rated at least three-star or above. 
‘Gourmet Tuscany’ for example is a six-day culinary
adventure priced from £1,415 per person.
For more information visit
cosmos.co.uk/destinations/mediterranean/italy

travelbulletin.co.uk
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We asked our staff the following question this week:

What’s something you’ve been meaning to try but haven’t yet got around to?

Crossword:
Across: 1. CYPLON, 4. WICK, 8. SANDALS, 9. SUSSEX, 10. COOK, 13.
ABBA, 15. TRESCO, 18. ARIZONA, 19. EDEN, 20. CALAIS. 
Down: 1. CHELSEA, 2. PARIS, 3. OYSTER, 5. IDAHO, 6. KOS, 7. INN, 11.
KNOSSOS, 12. ORIANA, 14. BOISE, 16. SIENA, 17. LOT, 18. ACE. 

Highlighted Word: PETRA

Where Am I?: The Natural History Museum, South Kensington, 
London, UK

puzzlesolutions

020 7834 6661
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NEW TO Jet2holidays portfolio is the Grand Hotel Francia & Quirinale in Montecatini
Terme, Tuscany. The hotel aims to provide a home away from home feel complete with
cosy public areas in which to relax with interior design showcasing a sophisticated
collection of art, sketches and even a Steinway grand piano once played by Bocelli.
Montecatini Terme is also a thriving town with a wealth of shops, bars and restaurants
to explore plus the famous thermal baths. The delights of Lucca, the coast and the
Chianti region are all within easy reach by car. The operator is offering seven nights at
the four-star property on bed-and-breakfast from £599 per person. This is based on
two sharing and departing from Birmingham on July 19.

italy
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